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#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts has captivated millions
of readers with her stories that celebrate love in all its complexities.

Join the characters of these two classic tales as they unwittingly set out on
the path to love!

From This Day -- When B.J. Clark, manager of the Lakeside Inn, met the
new owner, Taylor Reynolds, she was fully prepared to dislike him. She
feared -- and with good reason -- that he planned to transform her lovely,
sleepy old hotel into a resort for jet-setters. But when sparks flew between
them, B.J. soon found herself torn between her professional antagonism and
her growing attraction to the man she had sworn to despise.

Temptation -- Socialite Eden Carlbough didn't expect running a girls' camp to be
easy, but she never thought she'd literally be run up an apple tree by the little
monsters -- nor did she think she'd come crashing down into the capable arms of
orchard owner Chase Elliot. Chase knew he'd caught a windfall when he looked
at the woman in his arms. He didn't like being cast as the serpent, but how could
he resist when she'd just offered him such forbidden fruit?
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Editorial Review

Review
"Her stories have fueled the dreams of twenty-five million readers." -- Entertainment Weekly

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.
Spring comes late to New England. Snow lingers in isolated patches. Trees begin their greening hesitantly,
tiny closed buds of leaves against naked branches. Early blooms of color burst from the earth's womb. The
air is fresh with promise.

B.J. tossed open her window with a flourish and welcomed the early breeze into her room. Saturday, she
thought with a grin, and began to braid her long, wheat-colored hair. The Lakeside Inn was half-full, the
summer season three weeks away, and if all followed her well-ordered plans, her duties as manager would be
light for the duration of the weekend.

Her staff was loyal, though somewhat temperamental. Like a large family, they squabbled, sulked, teased
and stuck together like mortar and brick when the need arose. And I, she mused with a rueful grin, am head
counselor.

Pulling on faded jeans, B.J. did not pause to consider the incongruity of the title. A small, childlike woman
reflected in her glass, curves disguised by casual attire, braids hanging impishly astride a heart shaped, elfin
face with huge smoky eyes dominant. Her only large feature, they swamped the tip-tilted nose and cupid's
bow mouth and were prone to smolder or sparkle with the fluctuations of her mood. After lacing dilapidated
sneakers, she jogged from the room, intending to check on breakfast preparations before stealing an hour for
a solitary walk.

The main staircase of the inn was wide and uncarpeted, connecting its four sprawling stories without curve
or angle, as straight and sturdy as the building itself. She saw with satisfaction the lobby was both tidy and
deserted. The curtains were drawn to welcome the sun, needlepoint pillows plumped, and a vase of fresh
wildflowers adorned the high, well-polished registration desk. The clatter of cutlery carried from the dining
room as she passed through the downstairs hall, and she heard, with a long suffering sigh, the running
argument between her two waitresses.

"If you really like a man with small, pig eyes, you should be very happy."

B.J. watched Dot shrug her thin shoulders with the words as she rolled a place setting in white linen.

"Wally does not have pig eyes," Maggie insisted. "They're very intelligent. You're just jealous," she added
with grim relish as she filled the sugar dispensers.

"Jealous! Ha! The day I'm jealous of a squinty-eyed little runt... Oh, hello, B.J."



"Good morning, Dot, Maggie. You rolled two spoons and a knife at that setting, Dot. I think a fork might be
a nice touch."

Accompanied by her companion's snickers, Dot unrolled the linen. "Wally's taking me to a double feature at
the drive-in tonight." Maggie's smug statement followed B.J. into the kitchen, and she allowed the door to
swing shut on the ensuing retort.

Unlike the casual, old fashioned atmosphere of the remainder of the inn, the kitchen sparkled with twentieth
century efficiency. Stainless steel glimmered everywhere in the oversized room, the huge stove attesting that
the inn's main attraction was its menu. Cupboards and cabinets stood like veteran soldiers, walls and
linoleum gleaming with fresh cleaning. B.J. smiled, pleased with the room's perfection and the drifting scent
of coffee.

"Morning, Elsie." She received an absent mutter from the round woman working at a long, well-scrubbed
counter. "If everything's under control, I'm going out for a couple of hours."

"Betty Jackson won't send any blackberry jelly."

"What? Well, for goodness sake why not?" Annoyed by the complication, B.J. plucked a fresh muffin from a
basket and began to devour it. "Mr. Conners always asks for her jelly, and we're down to the last jar."

"She said if you couldn't be bothered to pay a lonely old woman a visit, she couldn't be bothered to part with
any jelly."

"Lonely old woman?" B.J.'s exclamation was hampered by a mouthful of muffin. "She runs more news items
through that house of hers than the Associated Press. Blast it, Elsie, I really need that jelly. I was too busy
last week to go listen to the latest special bulletins."

"The new owner coming Monday got you worried?"

"Who's worried? I'm not worried." Scowling, she confiscated another muffin. "It's simply that as manager of
the inn, I want everything to be in order."

"Eddie said you were muttering and slamming around your office after you got the letter saying he was
coming."

"I was not...muttering...." Moving to the refrigerator, B.J. poured a glass of juice and spoke to Elsie's wide
back. "Taylor Reynolds has a perfect right to inspect his property. It's just, blast it, Elsie, it was all those
vague comments about modernizing. Mr. Taylor Reynolds better keep his hands off the Lakeside Inn and
play with his other hotels. We don't need to be modernized," she continued, rapidly working herself up into a
temper. "We're perfectly fine just the way we are. There's not a thing wrong with us, we don't need
anything." She finished by folding her arms across her chest and glaring at the absent Taylor Reynolds.



"Except blackberry jelly," Elsie said mildly. B.J. blinked and brought herself back to the present.

"Oh, all right," she muttered and stalked toward the door. "I'll go get it. But if she tells me one more time that
Howard Beall is a fine boy and good husband material, I'll scream. Right there in her living room with the
doilies and chintz, I'll scream!"

Leaving this dire threat hanging in the air, B.J. stepped out into the soothing yellow sunlight.

"Blackberry jelly," she mumbled as she hopped on a battered red bike. "New owners with fancy notions...."
Lifting her face to the sky, she tossed a pigtail behind her shoulder.

Pedaling down the maple lined drive, quicksilver temper ebbed, her resilient spirits were lifted with the
beauty of the day. The valley was stirring with life. Small clusters of fragile violets and red clover dotted the
rolling meadows. Lines of fresh laundry waved in the early breeze. The boundary of mountains was topped
by a winter's coat, not yet the soft, lush green it would be in a month's time, but patched with stark black
trees and the intermittent color of pines. Clouds scudded thin and white across the sky, chased by the teasing
wind which whispered of spring and fresh blossoms.

Good humor restored, B.J. arrived in town with pink cheeks and a smile, waving to familiar faces along the
route to Betty Jackson's jelly. It was a small town with tidy lawns, picket fences and old, well-kept homes.
The dormers and gables were typical of New England. Nestled like a contented cat in the rolling valley, and
the brilliant shimmer of Lake Champlain to the west, Lakeside remained serene and untouched by big city
bustle. Having been raised on its outskirts had not dulled its magic for B.J.: she felt, as always when entering
its limits, a gratitude that somewhere life remained simple.

Parking her bike in front of a small, green-shuttered house, B.J. swung through the gate and prepared to
negotiate for her jelly supply.

"Well, B.J., what a surprise." Betty opened the door and patted her gray permanent. "I thought you'd gone
back to New York."

"Things have been a bit hectic at the inn," she returned, striving for the proper humility.

"The new owner." Betty nodded with a fortune teller's wisdom and gestured B.J. inside. "I hear he wants to
spruce things up."

Resigned that Betty Jackson's communications system was infallible, B.J. settled herself in the small living
room.

"You know Tom Myers is adding another room to his house." Brushing off the seat of an overstuffed chair,
Betty shifted her ample posterior and sat. "Seems Lois is in the family way again." She clucked her tongue
over the Myers' profligacy. "Three babies in four years. But you like little ones, don't you, B.J.?"



"I've always been fond of children, Miss Jackson," B.J. acknowledged, wondering how to turn the
conversation toward preserves.

"My nephew, Howard, just loves children."

B.J. braced herself not to scream and met the bland smile, calmly. "We've a couple at the inn now. Children
do love to eat." Pleased with the maneuver, she pressed on. "They've simply devoured your jellies. I'm down
to my last jar. Nobody has the touch you do with jellies, Miss Jackson; you'd put the big manufacturers out
of business if you opened your own line."

"It's all in the timing," Betty preened under the praise, and B.J. tasted the hint of victory.

"I'd just have to close down if you didn't keep me supplied." Gray eyes fluttered ingenuously. "Mr. Conners
would be crushed if I had to serve him store-bought goods. He simply raves about your blackberry jelly.
"Ambrosia," she added, relishing the word. "He says it's ambrosia."

"Ambrosia." Betty nodded in self-satisfied agreement.

Ten minutes later, B.J. placed a box of a dozen jars of jelly in the basket of her bike and waved a cheerful
goodbye.

"I came, I saw, I conquered," she told the sky with audacious pride. "And I did not scream."

"Hey, B.J.!"

She twisted her head at the sound of her name, waving to the group playing sand lot ball as she pedaled to
the edge of the field.

"What's the score?" she asked the young boy who ran to her bike.

"Five to four. Junior's team's winning."

She glanced over to where Junior stood, tall and gangly on the pitcher's mound, tossing a ball in his glove
and grinning.

"Little squirt," she mumbled with reluctant affection. "Let me pinch hit once." Confiscating the boy's
battered cap, she secured it over her pigtails and walked onto the field.

"You gonna play, B.J.?" Suddenly surrounded by young bodies and adolescent faces, B.J. lifted a bat and
tested it. "For a minute. I have to get back."



Junior approached, hands on hips, and grinned down from his advantage of three inches. "Wanna bet I strike
you out?"

She spared him a brief glance and swung the bat to her shoulder. "I don't want to take your money."

"If I strike you out," he yanked a pigtail with fifteen-year-old aud...

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Cornell Smith:

Do you one among people who can't read satisfying if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold on
guys this specific aren't like that. This By My Side: From This DayTemptation book is readable by simply
you who hate the perfect word style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable examining
experience without leaving actually decrease the knowledge that want to give to you. The writer connected
with By My Side: From This DayTemptation content conveys the thought easily to understand by many
people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it just different by means of it. So , do you
nevertheless thinking By My Side: From This DayTemptation is not loveable to be your top listing reading
book?

Cedric Baker:

This By My Side: From This DayTemptation are reliable for you who want to be considered a successful
person, why. The main reason of this By My Side: From This DayTemptation can be on the list of great
books you must have is definitely giving you more than just simple reading food but feed an individual with
information that possibly will shock your before knowledge. This book is definitely handy, you can bring it
almost everywhere and whenever your conditions both in e-book and printed types. Beside that this By My
Side: From This DayTemptation forcing you to have an enormous of experience including rich vocabulary,
giving you tryout of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day activity. So , let's have it
appreciate reading.

Christopher Forney:

Reading a book tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information that could give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world could share their
idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their particular reader with their
story or perhaps their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the guides. But also they write about
advantage about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
sons or daughters, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors nowadays always try to improve
their talent in writing, they also doing some study before they write to their book. One of them is this By My
Side: From This DayTemptation.



David Johnston:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to select book like
comic, limited story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not trying By My Side: From This
DayTemptation that give your pleasure preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading
behavior all over the world can be said as the means for people to know world much better then how they
react in the direction of the world. It can't be mentioned constantly that reading routine only for the geeky
individual but for all of you who wants to always be success person. So , for all of you who want to start
studying as your good habit, you are able to pick By My Side: From This DayTemptation become your own
personal starter.
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